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Abstract

This conceptual paper discusses key instruments for territorial cohesion in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) from a comparative historical analytical perspective amidst the neoliberalisation of EU Regional Policy, which has implications for the production and reinforcement of spatial inequalities in regional development. The neoliberalisation processes unfolding in the different political-institutional contexts of CEE have implications for the movement, transformation and effectiveness of policies such as Regional Policy, complicating the holistic understanding of policy effects. Increasingly neoliberal regional policies across Europe, and in the different path dependent political-institutional contexts of CEE in particular, raise questions about the effectiveness of Regional Policy to achieve territorial cohesion. Comparative historical analysis provides a method of inquiry into path dependent processes shaping institutions and affecting policy outcomes, and is therefore a useful approach for conceptualising regional political-institutional contexts and their implications for Regional Policy. Operational Programmes encompassed in national strategic documents from the Czech Republic, Estonia and Hungary over three programming periods are examined as the key instruments for the implementation of Regional Policy, the comparison of which reveals a difference in perspectives towards the common EU goals of competitiveness and growth as a means of achieving territorial cohesion. The research thus points to the need for deeper comparative understanding of the political-institutional contexts in the three countries in order to identify factors of effective policies and to tailor effective policy solutions to specific regional contexts, a task to be advanced in future studies of Regional Policy and political-institutional contexts of CEE.
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Introduction

The post-socialist states of Central and Eastern Europe (CEE), sharing similar socio-political and economic histories, have developed along dramatically different trajectories than their Western neighbours that, even after a decade of European Union (EU) membership, is revealed by large disparities in economic productivity and living standards (ESPON 2014). European Regional Policy, primarily influenced by Cohesion Policy and its related funds, has aimed to lead Member States towards ‘territorial cohesion,’ loosely defined here as multi-scalar balanced territorial development. Territorial cohesion is also associated with “territorial interdependency and solidarity, which can include urban-rural or productive-residential dimensions” (Faludi, A. and Peyrony, J. 2011, p. 5) and relatively new forms of multi-level governance. Despite reiterations between programming
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periods, Cohesion Policy has convergence as its primary objective – focusing investment in less developed regions – along with complementary objectives spanning economic and social aspects of regional competitiveness. Altogether, these objectives aim to strengthen and support solidarity and a polycentric spatial development in the EU.

The year 2014 marks a milestone as an anniversary year and as the beginning of a new programming period for Regional Policy guided by the Europe 2020 strategy for “smart, specialised and inclusive growth” (CEC 2010a). As member states conclude their Partnership Agreements and Operational Programmes (OPs) for the 2014–2020 period, it is a timely moment to take stock of how Regional Policy has progressed and how discourses have shaped the recent policy-making agenda and implementation. After a critical review of territorial cohesion and Regional Policy since the accession of CEE countries to the EU, key policy documents are contextualised for the cases of the Czech Republic, Estonia and Hungary across three programming periods. A discussion emerges about the potentials for Regional Policy to support territorial cohesion and thereby tackle spatial inequalities in regional development in the three countries, and the need for deeper understanding of political-institutional contexts in order to tailor context-specific regional policies for this purpose.

Territorial cohesion, spatial inequalities in regional development and neoliberalisation of regional policy

Political and economic expansion followed by crisis has stimulated much debate over territorial cohesion and Regional Policy during the past decade. A number of high-profile reports concluded that the Lisbon Strategy, of which Cohesion Policy was the primary tool for implementation, failed to close the productivity gap between Europe and industrialised countries (BARCA, F. 2009; CEC 2004, 2005, 2010b). The 2009 financial crisis had the effect of reversing a long trend of economic convergence between Member States as employment rates plummeted outside of Europe’s traditional core (CEC 2010b, 2014a,b). In CEE sub-national regional polarisation intensified with uneven implications for regional development (SMITH, A. and TIMÁR, J. 2010). Thus, despite earlier progress towards territorial cohesion, there is wide consensus that regional disparities persist across Europe, which can be evidenced by various socioeconomic indicators such as competitiveness (ANNONI, P. and DIJKSTRA, L. 2013), GDP per capita (EUROSTAT 2014), and human development (HARDEMAN, S. and DIJKSTRA, L. 2014).

*Figure 1* illustrates the development of GDP per inhabitant in NUTS-2 regions of the Czech Republic, Estonia and Hungary from 1999 to 2011, showing a sharp contrast between the capital regions and their peripheries, in the cases of Czech Republic and Hungary. The similarity of GDP development across peripheral regions of the Czech Republic and Hungary as well as the whole of Estonia, and the impact of the 2009 financial crisis can also be seen.

The increasing spatial inequalities in regional development in Europe are part of a global trend that, under the current dominant discourse of neoliberal theory, increasingly favours the growth of competitive urban centres at the expense of under-developed and structurally weak regions through processes of centralisation and peripheralisation (LANG, T. 2011), demonstrated above by higher growth rates in the capital regions (including faster ‘catch-up’ in Estonia). While Cohesion Policy has been estimated to have a positive impact on GDP over baseline levels in CEE at the national level (CEC 2014a), regional polarisation continues to be strongly felt in these traditionally peripheral countries. Convergence-divergence tendencies in parallel with polarisation have been detected in CEE NUTS-3 regions from 1990 to 2008, with convergence amongst less productive regions and divergence of more productive regions (MONASTIRIOTIS, V. 2014).
The Third ESPON Synthesis Report summarising a decade of territorial research, pointed to decreasing territorial cohesion due to the growth of urban cores and the decline of rural areas over the programme’s lifetime (ESPON 2014). Furthermore, regions of depletion are more concentrated in CEE, where rural areas are also characterised by a higher role of the primary sector and lower accessibility (Copus, A. and Noguera, J. 2010).

While planning the follow-up to the Lisbon Strategy, the effectiveness of Cohesion Policy to somehow maximise growth while achieving convergence was left unclear (Farole, T. et al. 2011). Mixed results of the earlier Cohesion Policy prompted reforms for the 2014–2020 period, which, accompanied by the Europe 2020 strategy, would reinforce neoliberal theory as the dominant discourse in European Regional Policy. The milestones of the neoliberalisation of Regional Policy are presented below, beginning with the 1999 European Spatial Development Perspective (ESDP), in which ministers of Member States first endorsed the concept of territorial cohesion.3

Regional Policy has evolved to take on an increasingly neoliberal approach since the concept of territorial cohesion was communicated in its (then) most concrete form in the ESDP as the “balanced and sustainable development of the territory of the European Union” (CEC 1999) along with three objectives: economic and social cohesion; environmental conservation and management; and balanced competitiveness in all regions; each corresponding to one of the three pillars of sustainable development established by the United Nations’ Brundtland Report (WCED 1987). The objectives of territorial cohesion therefore included an aspect of spatial justice, stipulating spatial reconciliation and safeguarding of regional diversity – elements strongly resistant to normative neoliberal principles. Of significance to CEE countries, the ESDP paid particular attention to structural weaknesses in peripheral areas facing diverse development prospects and consisting of diverse relationships and interdependencies.

The key to the sustainable development of rural regions lies in the development of an independent perspective and the discovery of indigenous potential and the exchange of experience with other regions, but not in the copying of development perspectives for other regions in the EU (CEC 1999, p. 24).

Looking towards EU expansion, the ESDP already recognised a “lack of spatial development policies and regional policy instruments and institutions” as well as an absence of regional political and administrative levels in the Accession Countries (i.e. CEE), and, therefore, expected that spatial development processes would not simply replicate those in the traditional core (CEC 1999, p. 49). Critical scholars quickly contested the Europeanisation of spatial planning and the dominance of economic competitiveness put forth in the ESDP (Richardson, T. and Jensen, O.B. 2000). Nevertheless, as territorial cohesion has been promoted, refined and become more intertwined with neoliberal policy since 1999, the normativity of neoliberal principles has dominated policymaking in peripheral areas and thereby limited the array of policy options available.

In 2003 the highly influential Sapir Report prioritised growth through innovation and institutional transformation as a strategy for Europe (Sapir, A. et al. 2003). The 2009 Barca Report subsequently contributed to a revised Lisbon Strategy, cementing neoliberal values of competitiveness into a place-based strategy (Barca, F. 2009), and dropping previously implicit notions of spatial justice in territorial cohesion. Moving towards the next programming period, critical scholars called for a context-specific regional policy balanced with increased transparency and fiscal responsibility. On the one hand, Copus, A. and Noguera, J. (2010) offered that for regions to develop their potential, Cohesion Policy should take into account regional conditions associated with narratives of change and local particularities.

The contextualisation of regional policy would necessitate more freedom for regions to deviate from EU and national agendas, especially in CEE where some countries have seen recent centralisation. On the other hand, Farole, Rodríguez-Pose and Storper recommended that greater conditionality be extended by the EU in order to avoid the potential problems of a decentralised Cohesion Policy (Farole, T. et al. 2011). Others called attention back towards the social dimension to support European integration (Lundvall, B.A. and Lorenz, E. 2012), implying a retreat from neoliberalism. The resulting evolution of Cohesion Policy aligned more closely with Europe 2020, shifting priorities from hard infrastructure to soft innovation capacities and exerting tighter controls over the use of funds (CEC 2014a). Nevertheless, Europe 2020 has been criticised for repeating the structural errors of the Lisbon Strategy (González, L. and Rubén, C. 2013).

The promotion of territorial cohesion within a neoliberal Regional Policy framework presents a critical contradiction between the place-based approach and the normativity of neoliberal principles, since a common set of neoliberal principles neither finds the same application nor produces the same effects within the path dependent political-institutional contexts of regions. After a decade of capitalism Stark and Bruszt in their common work published in 2001 described the post-socialist condition in CEE in terms of a “diversity of capitalisms” that had emerged in path dependent contexts (p. 1131), recalling Jessop’s “actually existing neoliberalisms” (Stark, D. and Bruszt, L. 2001; Jessop, B. 2002). In the wake of the 2009 financial crisis, Brenner, Peck and Theodore postulated that a variegated neoliberalism resulting from successive waves of crisis-induced neoliberal restructuring unfolds unevenly across space and produces “new forms of geo-institutional differentiation” or “inherited politico-institutional arrangements” (Brenner, N. et al. 2010a, p. 331).

The same authors found that prototypical neoliberal policy transfer between states produces a qualitatively transformed policy in different political-institutional contexts (Brenner, N. et al. 2010b). Therefore, the similarities amongst CEE countries should not be taken for granted when it comes to neoliberalisation processes nor the application of supranational strategies, the effectiveness of which can vary. Barca, McCann and Rodríguez-Pose argued that the place-based approach that took hold in the EU during the
reformed Lisbon Strategy was conducive to the many existing path-dependent institutional contexts (Barca, F. et al. 2012).

Nevertheless, the increasingly homogeneous neoliberal regional policy still does not take these into account. A diverse array of appropriate policy responses corresponding to path dependent neoliberal contexts should, therefore, be expected in CEE rather than the narrowing perspective of a (non-existent) pure neoliberalism.

Critical scholars have offered insights into the rise of neoliberalism in other domains of regional development such as New Economic Geography (NEG) and New Regionalism (NR), which are believed to contribute to a depoliticisation of spatial development and the reproduction of uneven spatial development, increasing the vulnerability of lagging regions to the global financial system and disarming regions’ political ability to respond to exogeneous events such as the financial crisis (Hadjimichalis, C. 2011; Hadjimichalis, C. and Hudson, R. 2014). Such views incorporated into the research community made it difficult to distinguish progressive from regressive policy (Hadjimichalis, C. and Hudson, R. 2014). In 2004, the neoliberal normativity of the creative economy agendas of place competition and promotion were already being recognised (Gibson, C. and Klocker, N. 2004), and academics have since become intermediaries of creative economies for regional development, unconsciously and uncritically reproducing normative elements (Gibson, C. 2015).

Denial of the problem of spatial inequalities in regional development, therefore, extends from experts and academics to the European Commission, whose evaluations of the Lisbon Strategy and Cohesion Policy interpreted the effects of the financial crisis as the result of macro-economic imbalances and competitiveness problems (CEC 2010b, 2013), without recognising the problematic socio-economic effects of entrenched spatial inequalities and peripheralisation processes accumulating over decades, calling into question intra-European power relations and national interests in the setting of EU policy.

While regional diversity is promoted in Regional Policy, the rhetoric remains limited to the neoliberal narrative of competitiveness and growth that, coupled with Europe 2020, restricts policy options and could work against territorial cohesion by further promoting spatial inequalities in regional development. To understand how these concepts have been represented at the regional level and used to address regional particularities, it is necessary to look within individual Member States. National documents for Regional Policy (including Operational Programmes) from the Czech Republic, Estonia and Hungary are next compared to differentiate between national perspectives.

Comparative analysis: Regional Policy in the Czech Republic, Estonia and Hungary

As the case has been made above for decreasing territorial cohesion in CEE countries, attention will next be directed to Regional Policy as applied in the CEE context to ascertain similarities and differences in the political-institutional contexts in which Regional Policy is delivered. The above mentioned critiques of neoliberalism in Regional Policy and related fields point to hidden differences in national contexts and the need to investigate beyond the normative elements of EU Regional Policy, as reproduced in national and regional policies, in order to uncover national discourses and political-institutional contexts with implications for policy effectiveness.

Programmes in the Czech Republic, Estonia and Hungary are investigated from a comparative analytical approach along the lines of Comparative Historical Analysis within the field of New Institutionalism, which examines a small number of cases against a theoretical backdrop in order to challenge prior beliefs about the cases (Goldstone, J.A. 2003), focusing on processes over time and the use of systematic and contextualised comparison (Mahoney, J. and Rueschemeyer, D. 2003).

The three country cases herein are often grouped together as ‘post-socialist’, thereby
suppressing notions of difference, and are recipients of EU policy intended for homogeneous application across Member States. The forthcoming analysis examines the guiding national strategic documents of Regional Policy from three programming periods, encompassing Operational Programmes, to uncover differences between the three countries that also have potential implications for policy effectiveness.

Pre-accession support, Regional Policy and Operational Programmes

Agenda 2000 laid out the EU’s enlargement strategy in response to a high volume of membership applications from CEE including the Czech Republic, Estonia and Hungary (CEC 1997). Cohesion was envisioned to be of great importance in an enlarged Union, and funding through the PHARE programme and Agenda 2000 prioritised upgrading transportation and environmental infrastructure and institutions, investments that were considered vital for the realisation of political and economic advantages in an enlarged Union. Therefore, the process of territorial cohesion with a long-term focus on outward-looking competitiveness was in motion even before the 2004 enlargement. Following their accession, financial support was provided by Structural and Cohesion Funds, which have continued to drive investments for territorial cohesion in Member States through Regional Policy.

Operational Programmes (OPs) are viewed here as the implementing instruments of Regional Policy and for delivering Cohesion Policy into national contexts. The Czech Republic, Estonia and Hungary were funded for OPs for the remainder of the 2000–2006 (i.e. 2004–2006), 2007–2013 and 2014–2020 (on-going) periods. The strategies and thematic contents of OPs can be identified by examining their EU-negotiated parent national strategic documents for the allocation of investment funds. In 2004–2006, Community Support Frameworks (CSFs) outlined five OPs in each of the Czech Republic and Hungary. Estonia had a single national OP for comparison. In 2007–2013, the number of OPs (not to mention cross-border co-operations) proliferated: six national and eight regional OPs in the Czech Republic (including one national and one regional Objective 2 Programme); two regional OPs in Estonia; and seven national and seven regional OPs in Hungary; all of which stemmed from the EU-negotiated documents, National Strategic Reference Frameworks (NSRFs). The 2014–2020 period was simplified, with only national OPs in the roster (again, excluding cross-border programmes), developed under the guiding national Partnership Agreements (PAs). Table 1 presents the instruments reviewed in the three-country comparison.

Development of Regional Policy in national contexts

The following sections summarise and compare Regional Policy programmes between the Czech Republic, Estonia and Hungary. In the 2004–2006, 2007–2013 and 2014–2020 programming periods the three countries shared a similar economic situation of being small, open and export-oriented economies in the context of increased global trade liberalisation, with implications for regional disparities. The objectives across periods have been fairly continuous and the content of programmes across periods differs to a very little extent, in accordance with the reproduction of EU policy elements. Nevertheless, the comparison suggests some differentiation between the country perspectives as well as some convergence of these perspectives moving towards the 2014–2020 period, possibly due to the streamlining influence of Europe 2020.

Table 2 highlights key principles in national strategies in Regional Policy instruments, thereby demonstrating variation in the representation of neoliberal elements, and is followed by further description of key messages from each country. This raises the questions of how these variations may be connected to the successful or unsuccessful transfer of EU Regional Policy into the national contexts.
in CEE, and what the subsequent effects of regional policies on spatial inequalities and territorial cohesion might be.

Czech Republic

The 2004–2006 strategy of the Czech Republic was described as “sustainability based on competitiveness” (MMR 2003, p. 61), supporting objectives of the Lisbon Strategy while focusing on the country’s relative performance within the EU for achieving territorial cohesion. Despite regional disparities, achieving sustainable economic development depended on taking advantage of the Prague agglomeration and its spillover effects, developing other major growth poles, and upgrading transport infrastructure as a precondition for competitiveness and growth: “the main aim of the Structural Funds is … to finance interventions which can be expected to have a positive effect on long-run productivity gains and employment creation” (p. 55). Horizontal objectives including environmental standards, social inclusion and balanced development of regions were included in each OP. The latter objective addressing territorial cohesion was described as “decreasing the negative impacts of unbalanced economic growth” (p. 68), thereby tackling the problem of spatial inequalities.

In the 2007–2013 NSRF attention was drawn to the risks of diminishing global cost competitiveness, lagging productivity and institutional barriers impeding the business climate (MMR 2007). Cohesion was represented both between regions and in relation to the EU, which continued the existing contradiction between convergence and competitiveness objectives: “There are also priorities in place with objectives in compliance with the Lisbon Strategy in support of the competitiveness of regions with the highest growth potential, whose stimulation will contribute to the CR's convergence to the European average” (p. 63), again relying on the economic core to lift all regions, which could intensify spatial inequalities. Nevertheless, growing regional disparities in unemployment were

---

### Table 1. Regional Policy instruments reviewed in the Czech Republic, Estonia and Hungary from the 2004–2006, 2007–2013 and 2014–2020 programming periods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programming period</th>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Czech Republic</th>
<th>Estonia</th>
<th>Hungary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Community Support Framework</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004–2006</td>
<td>Operational Programme (National)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operational Programme (Multiregional)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operational Programme (Regional)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007–2013</td>
<td>National Strategic Reference Framework</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operational Programme (National)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operational Programme (Regional)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014–2020</td>
<td>Partnership Agreement</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operational Programme (National)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Spatial polarisation and fragmentation continued to be an inhibiting factor to the development of lower-order growth poles and a cohesive territorial development. Regional trajectories covered a range from "undergoing rapid development" to "having low growth dynamics" and being "on the decline" (p. 27). Business incentives to SMEs were targeted to help this large segment of the economy achieve its growth potential, especially in underdeveloped regions. Social cohesion through inclusion and improvements to public administration were also specified.

The 2014–2020 Partnership Agreement was designed for maximum coherence with the Europe 2020 Strategy (with associated targets) and related national policies. Previous priorities were renewed, with the strategic objectives of "developing a high quality business environment" and "providing an inclusive society" (MMR 2014, p. 118). Increasing the quality of education, core infrastructure and public institutions were listed as conditions for renewed economic growth, and investments were targeted to structurally weak regions to address traditional industries and growing long-term social exclusion.

Estonia's single OP for the 2004–2006 period focused on human resources development but with a distinct specialisation on ICT. Skills and development was addressed by matching educational opportunities to demands of the labour market. Disparities within the region were addressed by targeting growth strategies to different areas, but without the same level of success. The Estonia single OP for the 2004–2006 period aimed to improve human resources development with a focus on ICT but was not as successful as anticipated. The 2007–2013 programming period saw an increase in the importance of knowledge and entrepreneurialism through communication and mobility, with an emphasis on transitioning from low-cost to knowledge-based economies.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programming period</th>
<th>Czech Republic</th>
<th>Estonia</th>
<th>Hungary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004–2006</td>
<td>- Economic competitiveness through productivity and low cost strategy</td>
<td>- Economic competitiveness through technology and skills development</td>
<td>- Socio-economic development through increased employment and social inclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Economic competitiveness through upgrading skills and knowledge; Transition from low-cost strategy; Promotion of growth pole producing spillover effects; Removal of barriers to economic development.</td>
<td>- Benefit from global economic integration; Knowledge and entrepreneurialism through communication and mobility; Transition from low-cost to knowledge-based economy; Global attractiveness and place competition (e.g. clean environment); Promotion of polycentric urban structure.</td>
<td>- Increased employment through skills development; Social stability and efficient delivery of social services; Increased territorial cohesion through development of regional growth poles; Improved accessibility through transport infrastructure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007–2013</td>
<td>- Improved functioning of labour market; High quality business environment; Support to SMEs; Transition to non-price competitiveness; Social inclusion including employment services.</td>
<td>- Increased productivity replacing employment; R&amp;D capitalisation, venture capital, foreign direct investment; Efficient use of resources; Transition to low carbon economy; Global connectivity.</td>
<td>- Fiscal stability and structural reforms incl. social services; Necessity of economic growth from all investments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014–2020</td>
<td>- Benefit from global economic integration; Knowledge and entrepreneurialism through communication and mobility; Transition from low-cost to knowledge-based economy; Global attractiveness and place competition (e.g. clean environment); Promotion of polycentric urban structure.</td>
<td>- Benefit from global economic integration; Knowledge and entrepreneurialism through communication and mobility; Transition from low-cost to knowledge-based economy; Global attractiveness and place competition (e.g. clean environment); Promotion of polycentric urban structure.</td>
<td>- Benefit from global economic integration; Knowledge and entrepreneurialism through communication and mobility; Transition from low-cost to knowledge-based economy; Global attractiveness and place competition (e.g. clean environment); Promotion of polycentric urban structure.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Spatial polarisation and fragmentation continued to be an inhibiting factor to the development of lower-order growth poles and a cohesive territorial development. Regional trajectories covered a range from "undergoing rapid development" to "having low growth dynamics" and being "on the decline" (p. 27). Business incentives to SMEs were targeted to help this large segment of the economy achieve its growth potential, especially in underdeveloped regions. Social cohesion through inclusion and improvements to public administration were also specified.

The 2014–2020 Partnership Agreement was designed for maximum coherence with the Europe 2020 Strategy (with associated targets) and related national policies. Previous priorities were renewed, with the strategic objectives of "developing a high quality business environment" and "providing an inclusive society" (MMR 2014, p. 118). Increasing the quality of education, core infrastructure and public institutions were listed as conditions for renewed economic growth, and investments were targeted to structurally weak regions to address traditional industries and growing long-term social exclusion.

Estonia's single OP for the 2004–2006 period focused on human resources development but with a distinct specialisation on ICT. Skills and development was addressed by matching educational opportunities to demands of the labour market. Disparities within the region were addressed by targeting growth strategies to different areas, but without the same level of success. The Estonia single OP for the 2004–2006 period aimed to improve human resources development with a focus on ICT but was not as successful as anticipated. The 2007–2013 programming period saw an increase in the importance of knowledge and entrepreneurialism through communication and mobility, with an emphasis on transitioning from low-cost to knowledge-based economies.
scribed in terms of GDP contributions between Tallinn and other counties (NUTS-3 regions), demonstrating a strong core-periphery duality. Without a CSF, Estonia’s programme aligned with its own National Development Plan, and participation in Regional Policy was comparatively simple. Nevertheless, ex post evaluations found that the “centralised implementation and prioritisation of goals left the regional perspective as a subsidiary aim” (Applica-Ismeri Europa-wiiw 2010, p. 3). Setting targets within the NUTS-2 region was not required, so the OP was more free to pursue national interests, of which spatial polarisation was still a concern.

The 2007–2013 NSRF projected a global and entrepreneurial spirit of Estonia, poised to benefit from increasing global trade liberalisation, as its position as a small, open and integrated economy was firmly established. The headline objective of “fast and sustainable development” (Republic of Estonia 2007, p. 65) aimed to promote open mobility and communication for knowledge transfer and entrepreneurialism: “...we also have an opportunity to win from the global expansion of labour market assumed that people return to Estonia richer with one [sic] experience” (p. 15). Technological advancement and opportunities for foreign direct investment were viewed as a means to escape its diminishing role as a low-cost labour provider: “the fast and expansive adoption of new technologies ... and updating of business and operational models ... are extremely important” (p. 18). Neoliberal notions of attractiveness and place competition were also promoted through welfare reforms, environmental sustainability, and cultural potentials of the periphery. “Decreasing domestic regional balance” (p. 24) from uneven economic growth and urban-rural migration was addressed through promoting the development of a polycentric urban structure, elevating the representation of territorial cohesion in the national strategy. Nevertheless, the capital region continued to be a major driver of economic restructuring and attraction, entrenching spatial inequalities.

In the 2014–2020 PA Estonia looks for increased macro-economic stability following the global credit crunch to reduce its vulnerability as an open economy (Republic of Estonia 2014). The country is preparing for a nominal decline in employment due to an aging population, which determines its economic strategy – “economic growth can only be driven by productivity and investments supporting it” (p. 6) – and focuses on high value-added levels of the economy, capitalisation of R&D, attraction of venture capital, and more efficient use of natural resources. Estonia further reinforces its international outlook by prioritising global connectivity for economic growth: “Participation in global value chains unavoidably requires the existence of high quality connections,” and, “the impact of flight connections on GDP growth can range from 4–7%” (p. 20).

The strategy points to decreased albeit large regional economic disparities from 2005–2012, suggesting positive movement for territorial cohesion – “regional differences in GDP relative to population between Harju and Tartu Counties ... and all other regions ... have decreased” (p. 42) – although significant internal migration to the core urban areas of Tallinn and Tartu have occurred since the 2008 financial crisis (Räagmaa, G. and Stead, D. 2013). The strategy states that “all regions located outside of the urban areas of Tallinn and Tartu need additional attention in accordance with their specific problems,” (p. 45) evidenced by limited employment and commuting possibilities.

Hungary

The Hungarian CSF highlighted the intensification of pre-existing regional disparities arising from market liberalisation and economic restructuring (Republic of Hungary, 2003). On the whole, the strategy demonstrated a strong social perspective amidst stable political and economic conditions, positioning human development as the primary means towards achieving territorial cohesion:
“Hungary must give renewed policy focus to strengthening its overall level of development in order to move towards convergence with the level of the socio-economic development of the EU” (p. 68). The inclusion of “socio-” in this overall strategy is palpable. “Improving the use of human resources,” (p. 68) took the second place objective, although it was also a prominent strategy for the first objective, economic competitiveness. Lower-order objectives included environment, basic infrastructure and balanced territorial development. Thus, the dominant theme of the CSF was inclusive human development to improve employment, which suffered due to substantial withdrawal from the labour market. The presence of high quality educational institutions was seen as a potential resource for improving employment in the less developed regions of the East, albeit amidst struggling R&D capacities characterised by lack of knowledge transfer, out-dated technologies and underinvestment. Other social topics covered, such as healthcare, inclusion and equal opportunity, demonstrated a strongly social perspective.

The 2007–2013 programme once again called for growth through increased employment with an enhanced global economic dimension, with a condition of respecting social values: “[We] need a brave and creative economic development concept embracing issues of employment as well that respects both the satisfaction of social demands and macro-economic stability” (Republic of Hungary 2007, p. 1). In this way, economic performance was secondary and conditional with respect to social cohesion, a resistant stance to the neoliberal norm. Cohesion and Structural Funds were framed as an opportunity for the “renewal of society” (p. 1). Institutional reform was framed for the efficient delivery of social welfare rather than economic development. Regional disparities and internal contradictions were still high, and spatial polarisation was addressed through support for developing regional growth poles and harnessing endogenous potentials to develop comparative advantages.

Following a period of fiscal consolidation after the financial crisis – itself necessarily a neoliberal condition for economic growth – Hungary considered itself well-positioned to benefit from Cohesion and Structural Funds (Republic of Hungary 2013). The 2014–2020 PA continued to focus on fiscal policy for strong macro-economic conditions through targeted actions: “[These] funds can only result in additional economic growth in Hungary if they are used in a more targeted and simple manner compared to the previous period” (p. 10), but retreated somewhat from the markedly social stance of previous programmes: “The development programmes which are not directly of an economic nature must be engineered in a way that they can … contribute to the goal of growth” (p. 11). Therefore, the PA marks a shift and perhaps exemplifies the most drastic neoliberalisation of policy of the three countries studied.

Regarding spatial polarisation it was believed that both old and new processes producing regional disparities, including micro-regional, needed support at a lower level than NUTS-2 to be successful. The resulting programme exhibited a broader, streamlined set of development priorities corresponding to Europe 2020, showing growing similarity to the other countries reviewed. Low employment was still one of the most serious concerns hampering growth.

**Contextualising further research**

The above sheds light on variations that can be produced within the EU streamlining process that appears to impose common policy onto different political-institutional contexts, raising further questions about these national contexts and their abilities to transfer policy. The content of the national documents reviewed is admittedly light and optimistic, especially considering that over the three programming periods, regional inequalities in CEE have worsened and the European economy has faced its biggest challenges in decades. Nevertheless, the strategies outlined...
therein demonstrate variation in the pursuit of competitiveness and growth amidst increasingly neoliberal supranational policy.

The Czech Republic’s focus on catching up with European-average productivity through cost-competitiveness and reduced barriers to business contrasts with Hungary’s focus on increasing labour market participation through developing human resources and Estonia’s leap into advanced global niche markets. Such variations in the approaches to the normative principles of competitiveness and growth recall the previously discussed notions of ‘actually existing’ and ‘variegated’ neoliberalisms (Jessop, B. 2002; Brenner, N. et al. 2010a), and suggest the possibility of further variations— that should be investigated—once Regional Policy is put into national and regional contexts. Raagmää and Stead wrote that after accession CEE countries practiced a combination of previous behaviour, new EU rules, and local agendas leading to double standards in policymaking (Raagmää, G. and Stead, D. 2013).

Furthermore, Monastiriotis stated that national economic contexts play a role in the convergence process (Monastiriotis, V. 2014). Therefore, the path dependent political-institutional structures in CEE almost certainly carry remnants of previous regimes more than two decades after liberalisation that are influencing emerging forms of neoliberalism and have implications for Regional Policy, territorial cohesion, and spatial inequalities in regional development.

Moving forward, it becomes critical to further understand specific political-institutional contexts alongside policies in order to address some key questions raised by this paper: How has Regional Policy been transferred to CEE and transformed through the transfer process? How has the transferred policy addressed the EU concept of cohesion and real spatial inequalities in different national contexts? And ultimately, What factors of regional policy are particularly effective for promoting territorial cohesion in the CEE? The answers to these questions will help to elucidate Monastiriotis’ relationships between national economic contexts and convergence in order to form specific policy recommendations for CEE. Moreover, the identification of key factors of successful regional policies in CEE can benefit Regional Policy as a whole by further developing the place-based approach and subsequently informing new iterations of policy instruments.

Conclusion

The preceding comparative analysis has highlighted different national perspectives in the cases of the Czech Republic, Estonia and Hungary towards the neoliberal principles of competitiveness and growth promoted by Regional Policy. Critical scholars have responded to the neoliberalisation of Regional Policy and its negative effects by suggesting alternatives, from a re-politicisation and democratisation of policy to a reconsideration of discarded alternate forms of regionalism (e.g. welfare regionalism) (Hadjimichalis, C. and Hudson, R. 2014), or a refocusing of policy from convergence to underdevelopment (Farole, T. et al. 2011). In any case, a deeper comparative understanding of national and regional political-institutional contexts is required to move beyond the neoliberal rhetoric of Regional Policy that is reproduced in national documents, and to ultimately determine the factors of successful regional policies for context-specific policy recommendations, of which this study took a first step.

Peck, Theodore and Brenner argued that critical analysis needs to extend beyond concerns about what policies achieve, “to consider the manner in which they move, how cross-jurisdictional reform trajectories are constructed, and how the over-all pattern of policy making varies over time and space” (Peck, J. et al. 2012, p. 278). It will be critical to consider these aspects in the quest for contextualised regional policymaking in CEE. Comparative Historical Analysis within the field of New Institutionalism offers an approach conducive to this task. Despite an accumulation of knowledge during the
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